In their recent book, Nudge, Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein argue persuasively that default rules, framing effects, etc., can be used to promote people's welfare. Through a range of empirical examples, we show that it is possible and often preferable to promote values other than welfare. For example, in certain situations default rules can be used to promote people's exercise of liberty, the equality between citizens, or any other number of values. The core of the paper is showing that these examples do not devolve into welfare, and thereby enhancing the range of options open to policy makers.
that default rules and framing effects affect people's decisions and thus that default rules and framing effects should be designed to improve people's welfare (where welfare is understood as their self-regarding interests). 2 For example, if a medical procedure is described as having a 10% mortality rate at five years, people are far less likely to undergo the procedure than if it is described as having a 90% subsistence rate, even though one logically entails the other.
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Choosing the right framing effect can thus enhance patients' welfare by helping them make the "right" decision. This focus on welfare is a notable aspect of Thaler's and Sunstein's work. Our work here is notable because we focus on values other than welfare. More specifically, we use a range of examples to show that default rules and framing effects can also promote values such as liberty and equality. In so doing, we hope to expand the range of issues and ideas advanced by 2 Although Thaler and Sunstein concentrate explicitly and exclusively on "welfare" in Libertarian Paternalism, the emphasis on welfare is continued implicitly in Nudge: "with an eye on these NUDGES, choice architects can improve the outcomes for their Human users." Nudge at 100. 3 Nudge at 36-7 (outlining the importance of framing effects in a variety of domains, including the present medical example).
Thaler and Sunstein. Ad initio, it will be helpful to review the disciplinary strands on which our work is predicated.
One of the most influential developments in legal analysis has been the application of insights from what is known as behavioral economics, a movement that began as psychologists questioned the behavioral assumptions of modern economics. The dominant view in economics had been (and to a large extent continues to be) that individuals choose in their best interests all or most of the time. As a simplifying assumption, this view of human behavior has proven extraordinarily useful, at least as witnessed by the prestige accorded the profession, its ascendancy within the academy, and its applications to public policy. 4 However, excellent work in psychology has shown that this dominant view is often wrong: humans regularly make systematic and predictable errors of judgment. For example, in making probability judgments about an individual, humans often rely on a personality sketch of that individual. Critically, the resulting judgments may violate the laws of probability. Consider the following description:
"Bill is 34 years old. He is intelligent but unimaginative, compulsive, and generally lifeless. In school, he was strong in mathematics but weak in social studies and humanities."
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Undergraduates who were given this description were also asked to rank the independent probabilities that Bill is an accountant (A), Bill plays jazz (J), and Bill is an accountant who plays jazz (A&J). Although it is impossible for A&J to be more probable than J (since the 397, 397 (2001) (detailing that "modernity has been a witness to the dramatic rise of economics around the world" as it has "evolved from a loose discursive 'field,' with no clear and identifiable boundaries, into a fully 'professionalized' enterprise, relying on both a coherent and highly formalized disciplinary framework, and extensive practical claims in administrative, business, and mass media institutions"). 5 INTUITIVE JUDGMENT 19, 24 (Thomas Gilovich et al., eds., 2002) . conjunction of two events will always be less probable than one of them alone), 87% of the students submitted the following probability ranking: A > A&J > J. 6 The flawed reasoning here is that Bill is so staid he must be an accountant, whatever else he may be. 2) that these other values widen the deliberative processes available to choice architects. In sections II and III we argue for the former point; in section IV we argue for the latter.
II. Welfare
We will show that the same structure of choice architecture which promotes welfare (i.e.
the choice architecture argued for by Thaler and Sunstein) can be adapted to other values. In this 15 Once freedom of speech is justified in terms of welfare, it opens the possibility that many abridgements of freedom of speech could be justified in terms of welfare. One way to circumvent this problem is to insist on a ruleconsequentialist justification: freedom of speech is justified by welfare because strong enforcement of freedom of speech (treating it as a rule from which deviations are unacceptable) will result in greater overall welfare, even when taking into account cases where it would decrease welfare. The problem with the rule-consequentialist justification is that it must provide a reason why clear exceptions, however marginally they might improve welfare, should not be allowed if everything else is held constant. If it is absolutely clear that abridgement of free speech in case x will improve welfare, why should that abridgement not be allowed if welfare is the sole justification for freedom of speech? In Constitutional terms, if welfare justifies free speech and if in certain cases rational-basis review would result in greater welfare, why insist on strict scrutiny? For a baseline discussion of rule-consequentialism, section, we use the retirement savings example cited above to preface this argument. When choice architecture promotes welfare, the following structure is present: 1) some group of people has preferences that are sensitive to default rules, framing effects, and other choice architecture, such that changes in those default rules, etc., result in changes in their behavior; 2) the corresponding changes in behavior are ordered such that some are more conducive to welfare than others; and 3) choice architects are able to choose default rules, framing effects, etc., so that a greater percentage of these people behave in a way that is more conducive to their welfare than otherwise would.
To see how this structure works in practice, consider again the promotion of welfare through opt-out retirement savings programs. 16 At the outset, we take structural condition 1) as established: there is a subset of people whose decision to enroll in a retirement savings program is sensitive to the default rules of the program. In natural experiments (i.e. non-laboratory situations in which corporations or businesses actually switched from opt-in to opt-out programs), "401(k) participation is significantly higher under automatic enrollment. . . .
[and] the default contribution rate and the default investment allocation chosen by the company for automatic enrollment has a strong influence on savings behavior of 401(k) participants."
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Because these findings are independent of the characteristics of the laboratory environment, we expect they are widely accepted.
In the case of retirement savings programs, we believe structural condition 2) is also met. It is extremely plausible that different retirement savings choices would result in different levels of welfare for each individual. For some individuals, welfare will be higher if they delay savings in favor of immediate consumption; this may be so for a variety of reasons, ranging from satisfaction of present need to the calculation that one will be in a better position to save in the future. However, most individuals would have higher overall welfare by delaying some portion of present consumption in favor of savings; this is so because "households are assumed to want to smooth consumption over the life-cycle," 18 where smooth consumption is understood not as keeping expenditures constant but rather as "try[ing] to keep the marginal utility of money constant over time." 19 For those of us whose productivity will decline or cease in old age (which is most of us), substantial savings will be needed to smooth consumption. 20 Unfortunately, even those who express a preference for consumption smoothing later in life often fail to save sufficient amounts of money. Again, this may happen for a variety of reasons from inability to calculate the correct savings rate to fiscal crises. 21 But for whatever reason, structural condition 2) is met: there is an ordering of savings options (roughly from no savings to more savings) and some of those options (more savings) will increase people's welfare.
The natural experiments which showed us condition 1) is met also show that condition 3)
is met: choice architects, in this case private employers offering 401(k) programs, are able to choose default rules that increase enrollment in retirement savings program and thus result in increased welfare for many individuals. As we will show in the following section, the same structure of choice architecture which promotes welfare can be adapted to promote liberty and equality. 
III. Values Other Than Welfare

A. Liberty
In this section we will show that choice architecture can promote "liberty." The best place to begin defining "liberty" is Thaler and Sunstein's use of the term. Although they never explicitly define it, it is possible to cull a definition from their discussion of "libertarian" paternalism:
The libertarian aspect of our strategies lies in their straightforward insistence that, in general, people should be free to do what they like -and to opt out of undesirable arrangements if they want to do so. that "if anyone refuses to obey the general will he will be compelled to do so by the whole body;
which means nothing else than that he will be forced to be free." 24 In contrast, all of the examples we discuss will preserve formal liberty. This is so because we are interested in examples that are "libertarian" in Thaler's and Sunstein's use of the term. In other words, our focus is choice architecture that promotes substantive liberty while preserving formal liberty. As such, our discussions of "liberty" in the remainder of this paper will focus on substantive liberty unless otherwise noted.
How can choice architecture promote substantive liberty? The structure of choice architecture that promotes substantive liberty mirrors the promotion of welfare, except that it seeks to enhance people's opportunities for autonomous reflection rather than necessarily enhancing their welfare. Or more colloquially, the idea here is that default rules, framing effects, and the other forms of choice architecture can be used to give people more or better opportunities to reflect. Thus instances of libertarian paternalism used to promote liberty will have the following structure: 1) there are circumstances in which some people makes decisions but do not have the opportunity or are otherwise incapable of autonomously reflecting on those decisions;
24 JEAN-JACQUES ROSSEAU, THE SOCIAL CONTRACT 58 (Christopher Betts trans., Oxford University Press 1994). To gloss Rosseau's reasoning in our terms: the reduction in formal liberty -i.e. being coercively bound by the general will -is compensated by an increase in substantive liberty -i.e. not being at the whim of others and being compelled to "consult his reason before he attends to his inclinations." Id. at 59.
2) some of these people would have the opportunity or capability to autonomously reflect were different default rules, framing effects, etc. in place; 3) choice architects are able to choose default rules, framing effects, etc., so that more of these people have the opportunity or capability for autonomous reflection (i.e. have substantive liberty) than otherwise would. Some people will of course be more reflective than others, but this is to be expected. Massacre" and were married within hours. 26 The marriage was also annulled within 55 hours.
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What's instructive about this case is that it clearly meets the three structural conditions for choice architecture that promotes liberty and is not reducible to welfare considerations. 1211, 1212 & 1243 (2003) . Our work remains distinctive in its emphasis on liberty rather than welfare (i.e. benefits). It is also worth noting that while a waiting period would infringe formal liberty by restricting people from marrying immediately after the decision to do so. However, given the scope of such a decision, the infringement hardly seems worrying. As Camerer, et al. put it: "How onerous can a one-or two-week delay be in the context of a marriage that is supposed to last a lifetime?". Id. at 1243. An alternative arrangement that would not infringe formal liberty whatsoever would be a no-cost option to annul a marriage within a certain timeframe (even if unilaterally). otherwise would have required consent on an ad hoc basis. Individuals granting consent were also asked to complete a questionnaire which measured their comprehension of the treatments by asking about indications for the treatment, description of the treatment, right to refuse the treatment, and possible complications. 39 As compared with a baseline period in which written consent was given for only 53.1% of the procedures that were actually performed, "90.5% of the procedures were performed with written consent" after the universal consent form was introduced -a difference that is statistically significant at p<.001. 40 Comprehension of the procedures performed was also as good or better using the universal consent form.
Like the Spears example, this informed consent intervention is instructive because it meets the structural conditions for libertarian paternalism and because it represents an intervention to promote liberty rather than welfare. Condition 1) is clearly met in cases where informed consent is unavailable: patients or their proxies literally do not have the opportunity to consider the procedures in question. Condition 2) is met because the universal consent forms help remedy the fault in reasoning: they give patients or their proxies the opportunity to reflect on the treatments they may receive during their stay in the intensive care unit. In other words, the choice of when and how institutions ask for informed consent changes the likelihood that patients or proxies will have the opportunity to give informed consent. Condition 3) is also putatively met: introducing the intervention required minimal training or institutional change and worked "without increasing ICU physicians' burden." 41 Of course, more research would have to be done before this intervention could be introduced more broadly, but there are reasons to think that it is possible. Moreover, it is hard to argue that the value of the intervention is an increase in informed consent had not been given, in most cases the medical outcomes would be the same with or without the intervention. What is valuable about informed consent in this context is that enhances substantive liberty by giving patients more opportunity to deliberate. As both this example and the Spears example illustrate, choice architecture can promote substantive liberty.
B. Equality
Equality is an abstract concept signifying parity in a given relationship between two or more individuals. 42 The given relationship, however, could be anything from happiness and welfare to the amount of coffee consumed in a day. An initial task in any discussion of equality is thus answering the question: equality of what? 43 Once the relevant sense of equality has been specified, choosing equality as a value to promote means bringing about parity in the specified sense because there is something good, intrinsically or extrinsically, about the state of affairs in which parity is achieved. In reference to libertarian paternalism, then, promoting equality could mean something as superficial as maximizing the percentage of people who choose a particular outcome, regardless of what the outcome is; or it could mean something more substantive, like trying to maximize the percentage of people who choose a particular outcome because there is value in having more people choose that particular outcome. Instances of libertarian paternalism used to promote equality -for simplicity we will call this egalitarian paternalism -will thus have the following structure: 1) some group of people has preferences that are sensitive to default rules, framing effects, and other choice architecture; 2) default rules and other choice architecture affect the decisions of these people in ways that may result in outcomes that are 42 See Dennis McKerlie, Equality, 106 ETHICS 274 (1996) (defining equality as a "relationship between different people" that obtains when "they are equally supplied with resources, or equally happy"). more or less equal in the specified sense; and 3) choice architects are able to choose default rules, framing effects, etc., so that a more, rather than less, equal outcome is reached.
To illustrate the importance of specifying the sense of equality, consider a superficial but instructive version of egalitarian paternalism in which choice architects choose the default rules that will maximize the percentage of people who choose a single option: if one set of default rules resulted in a 50%-50% split between participation and non-participation while another set of default rules resulted in a 20%-80% or 80%-20% split between participation and nonparticipation, the latter would be preferable because a greater percentage of people (80% as compared with 50%) would receive the same treatment. What is being equalized here is the number of people who participate in the same outcome -a thin form of equality that will likely only appeal those who value purely procedural equality. An obverse form of egalitarian paternalism that sought a different sort of equality, say equality between outcomes, would prefer a 50%-50% split to any other distribution. While these superficial examples of egalitarian paternalism are illustrative, they are ultimately far less important than those that use default rules to promote more substantive conceptions of equality -a subject to which we now turn.
The type of equality that most interests us, at least as far as egalitarian paternalism is concerned, is equality of political influence -a concept which has both a distinguished intellectual pedigree and particular salience in a democracy dominated by market-driven, mass media coverage of candidates. We follow Harry Brighouse in understanding political influence of individuals as "the probability we would assign to their getting their way [politically], if they and everyone else engaged in political activity, and we knew nothing of what any other citizens wanted." 44 So conceived, it is easy to see how pecuniary inequalities would, other things being equal, result in disparate political influence: remaining agnostic about the epistemic content of 44 Harry Brighouse, Egalitarianism and Equal Availability of Political Influence, 4 J. POL. PHIL. 118, 119 (1996) .
political positions, individuals with more money have greater ability to promote their political positions through the mechanics of mass media than those with less money. The constant refrains about the ill effects of lobbying and calls for campaign finance reform are cases in point.
As Republican Presidential nominee John McCain puts it in his campaign materials, "the American people have been alienated from the process of self-government by the overwhelming appearance of their elected leaders having sold-out to the big-moneyed special interests who help finance political campaigns." 45 And in fact, the effects of inequities, pecuniary or otherwise, on equality of political influence is a dominant theme in democratic theory, starting at least with Jean-Jacques Rousseau's Social Contract: "instead of destroying natural equality, the fundamental contract substitutes moral and legal equality for whatever degree of physical inequality nature has put among men; they may be unequal in strength or intelligence, but all become equal through agreed convention and by right." 46 Because the accumulation of property and wealth may ride inequalities in strength or intelligence and retrench moral and legal inequalities within a democracy, Rousseau proposed "that no citizen should be rich enough to be able to buy another, and none so poor that he has to sell himself." 47 Even within American politics, concern about the influence of money has a long history, although one more popular modern approach to enhancing equality of political influence is public financing of elections.
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The argument from political equality of influence to public subsidization is merely that public subsidization of campaigns (such that individual pecuniary contributions are nonexistent lower than they otherwise would be) helps reduce the political influence generated from wealth bias, laziness, failure to engage with that portion of the return) -means that no portion of one's tax contribution will help fund the presidential election. If status quo bias works the same way here as it did in the retirement example, all three structural conditions for egalitarian paternalism will be met: 1) people's preferences for donating to the Presidential Election Campaign Fund will be sensitive to the default rule; 2) changing the default to opt-out will result in outcomes that are more equal in the specified sense, in this case by promoting equality of political influence; 3) choice architects are able to change this default rule. And, more importantly, it is very difficult to argue that this change merely promotes welfare because equality of political influence is likely something we would value as a part of democratic legitimacy even if disparate political influence had more salutary effects.
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IV. Choice of Values
In the previous section, we used specific examples to show that choice architecture can be used to promote values other than welfare. Our goal in this section is to outline a deliberative process that can help choice architects choose among competing values and our argument proceeds by considering one possible conflict between liberty and equality in a specific example of choice architecture. Ultimately the choice architects must resolve these conflicts themselves, but acknowledging the conflict between different values and choosing purposely between them is likely to result in better choice architecture as judged by the chosen value. To help ground our 52 However unlikely it is, there is no conceptual inconsistency in imagining a society in which disparately powerful private interests consistently furthered the public good more than feasible any system of more diffuse political power. Even in this situation, our intuition that a more diffuse system would be preferable precisely because equality of political influence is a primitive value. discussion, we will use the campaign finance example given above to explore a possible conflict between equality of political influence and substantive liberty.
Recall that decisions of individual taxpayers to devote three dollars of their taxes to actually constitute the fund that is used to publicly fund elections and that changing from the current "opt-in" default rule to an "opt-out" on tax returns could promote equality of political influence. But a third option is what Thaler and Sunstein call "required choice." 53 Here the default rule forces individuals to choose either to contribute to the fund or not contribute to the fund -there is no status quo that they can just stick with. More concretely, if tax returns were to be designed with required active choice, individuals would have to check a box signifying a contribution to the fund or check a box signifying no contribution to the fund in order for their tax returns to be complete. They would be required to choose between the two options. What is significant about "required choice" in this case is that it could promote substantive liberty, again understood as deliberative autonomy, to the extent that it encouraged some individuals to reflect on which option they prefer. For example, it is highly plausible that some of the individuals who would otherwise stick with the default option, whether opt-in or opt-out, would reflect and decide whether they want to support public campaign funds with their tax dollars if they were required to choose. The choice architects who design tax returns may thus be faced with the following dilemma: design the public campaign finance section of tax returns as opt-out so that it promotes equality of political influence, or design the section as required choice so that it promotes substantive liberty.
For the purposes of this paper, we need not definitively resolve this dilemma. Rather, we will outline some of the considerations that would influence any resolution. Upfront, it is worth noting that the weight given to any of these considerations will depend in part on an underlying theory of political justice. 54 For example, political liberals may find equality of political influence a weightier consideration than substantive liberty precisely because they may view substantive liberty as a comprehensive doctrine and equality of political influence as a political one. 55 It would be a mistake, however to conclude that a resolution is unattainable. As a practical matter, there must be a resolution -tax forms must be designed; and as we will show, there are considerations that militate for specific resolutions. Ultimately, the choice between different designs must emerge from a deliberative process of the sort we outline -making it no different from any other public policy dilemma.
The first consideration will always be empirical: in the case of public campaign finance, does an opt-out default rule actually increase equality of political influence by directing more money to the Presidential Election Campaign Fund? And does a required choice default rule cause more people to exercise substantive liberty or is it simply an annoyance to be checked randomly? What is the percentage increase in people who donate to the fund under an opt-out default rule as compared with an opt-in default and a required choice default rule? In short, the 54 This is a broadly applicable general point, but it is perhaps best articulated in debates about tax policy. See LIAM MURPHY & THOMAS NAGEL, THE MYTH OF OWNERSHIP: TAXES AND JUSTICE 41-75 (2002) (outlining the scope of various theories of distributive justice in service of the conclusion that most tax policy discussions take for granted a controversial theory of libertarian entitlement). 55 See generally, JOHN RAWLS, POLITICAL LIBERALISM 77-8 (holding that full political autonomy is partly "realized by participating in society's public affairs and sharing in its collective self-determination over time" and that "full autonomy of political life must be distinguished from the ethical values of autonomy and individuality, which may apply to the whole of life, both social and individual, as expressed by the comprehensive liberalisms of Kant and Mill").
extent to which choice architecture actually promotes a specific value is an empirical question and evidence can be helpful in deciding the normative question of which value to promote. After all, if it is empirically true that opt-out vastly promotes equality of political influence while required choice only marginally promotes substantive liberty, opt-out will be unambiguously preferable.
If it is empirically true that both opt-out and required choosing would promote their respective values, a way to decide between them is to examine the level of fit between the default rule in question and the social role of the value it is supposed to promote. Generally, choice
architects should ask such questions as: are there other mechanisms or forums that promote the value in question? Is the default rule in question the only way to promote this value? Are there other ways to realize the value? After all, if the default rule is the only way to promote a certain value, then it counsels toward promoting that value. Similarly, if there are lots of other forums or areas of life in which a certain value is realized, then promoting that particular value through the default rule may seem less important. Applied to the case of the presidential campaign fund, one might think that it is more important to further equality of political influence than to further substantive liberty because individual contributions are the only way to constitute the presidential election fund and there are many other areas in which individuals can exercise substantive liberty. The choice architect responsible for designing tax forms might thus choose an opt-out default rule over required choice. This is not a definitive answer by any means; but a definitive answer would need to result from a deliberative process of this sort.
V. Conclusion
We have shown that Thaler and Sunstein's approach to choice architecture, libertarian paternalism, can be used to promote values other than welfare. Our argument was twofold: we began by showing that in specific situations the structure of choice architecture that promotes welfare can be adapted to promote liberty or equality; we then offered some guidance for choosing between different values by sketching a deliberative process that considers empirical effects of choice architecture and the social roles of the values in question. In so doing, we hope only to have provided the impetus for choice architects, among others, to consider the various values they could promote in public policies -the beginning and not the end of the discussion.
